
Makerspaces & 
Student Engagement



Student Engagement

We know what it is. For each class of 20-30 students, the number of 

students prepared to fully engage the material might range from 2-

7.

Why is that ratio so low?

What role does a Makerspace play in increasing this ratio?



Makerspaces Create Entry Points

Entry points are points where people with little or no understanding of 

complex subject matter suddenly become interested in learning more.

The learning becomes innate or internalized. 

The classroom dynamic shifts from authority and subordinate to 

collaboration lead by subject matter experts. 







After Entry Points?

Once the interest has been sparked, students often continue learning and 

spreading ideas. 

Makerspaces support the gaps between classes and departments as 

students continue learning.

This enables the self guided learner to continue engaging in lifelong 

learning.



Maker Class

● product design, electronics, 3D printing, laser cutting, digital 

Fabrication

● Part tools and skills, part criticism of manufacturing techniques and 

technologies

Maker Classes and Classes That 
Adopt The Maker Mindset





Maker Classes and Classes That 
Adopt The Maker Mindset

Adopted from Maker Mindset

● A reason, end product or idea is dismantled in order to understand 

how it came into existence, typically experienced through hands on 

activities. This is reverse engineering, and is typically your hook.







What are hooks?

"Hook the student through engaging and provocative entry points:

thought-provoking and focusing experiences, issues, oddities,

problems, and challenges that point toward essential questions,

core ideas, and final performance tasks." ~Grant Wiggins





● Things students naturally migrate toward.

● The urge to learn is internalized. 

○ Wearable Devices have brought many young women into electronic engineering 

because of their interest in fashion. 

○ 3D printing has connected many students to 3D modeling, engineering, art and 

product design.

○ Bioluminescence, it glows, it must be cool!

What are hooks?



They require empathy for the learner.

● What do they know

● Gaps in understanding

● Prior Experience

● What do they want to bring to the learning experience

What are hooks?



Workshops

● They are not intended to be entire Masters or PhD level expertise 

condensed into 3 hours of activity.

● They are intended to hook your students, or spark their interest, so 

that students have an entry point for broader subject material.

● Workshops can happen within your courses or outside of your 

courses.



Play

● This is a hook. Maybe it’s about how to make learning fun, or how 

play time is a crucial investigative process, or even how anything 

learned through play has a higher chance of being retained. 

● rather than following orders, students are, through their own 

curiosity, figuring out what they want to learn, and why. 

● it’s something social, done in small groups. 

● Investigations are learner driven. Students are not just gleaning what 

they can, they are active throughout the entire process, and leading 

their own way. 



Play

● Students are also starting with curiosities, rather than starting with 

academic disciplines.

● Do you want students in your discipline because it’s a high grossing 

career path? Or do you want students in your discipline because of a 

natural, driving, curiosity?



Play

● What does Play look like in higher ed? Are we bringing Legos into 

classrooms?
○ video games

○ sports

○ upcycling

○ photography

○ art

○ dj’ing (music)

○ robotics

○ cooking

○ fashion



Play

Connect these activities to subject matter expertise.



https://physicswithothon.wikispaces.com/file/view/mmdmdmdmdmdd.jpg/502892564/mmdmdmdmdmdd.jpg



Wearable Tech

● Participants are often enticed by making their clothes light up.

● They typically stick around for the science when they learn that in 

addition to sewing lights on their favorite clothes, they can also 

program the way the lights work. 

● The can of worms opens.



http://www.homecrux.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/3D-printed-Lamp-and-Clock-Collection-by-Samuel-
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3D Printing

● The coolest new technology, where do I sign up?!

● People come for short workshops and watch small trinkets print. 

Maybe they can take them home. 

● Well what if I want to change something, or design my own thing? 

Well, here’s CAD.

● What if I want to create a parametric 3D printing file, that uses user 

entered parameters to generate customized versions of things? Well, 

here’s math.
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Bioluminescence!

● I’ve heard of these workshops, so I watched a Youtube video. The 

interest is heavily fueled by science fiction, Tron, and our love for 

things that light up. This is the hook.

● I watched a 22 minute workshop on Youtube. Dr Siouxsie talked 

extensively about how she injects bioluminescence from fireflies into 

strains of tuberculosis so they can see if the bacteria is alive after 

doses of medications. 



Bioluminescence!

● None of this was was needed in order to demonstrate 

bioluminescence, but Dr Siouxsie could bridge her work to ideas 

scattered about popular culture. She even had the opportunity to 

debunk a few myths about Angler Fish. 



http://p-fst1.pixstatic.com/51b63051fb04d67b5d000aa9._w.540_s.fit_.JPEG



Music and Maker Culture

● I want to make sounds with electronics!

● My electronics make sounds, this must become a musical instrument.

● Is there a benefit to hearing things via electrical Sine Waves and 

Square Waves, rather than as something naturally occurring.

● What is the benefit of using contemporary manufacturing processes 

to creating musical instruments?



Why do Makerspaces afford so 
many hooks?

● Because we are often starting with finished things, loved things, or 

hated things, and undoing them. Reverse engineering has built in 

entry points. 



Maker Education owes a debt to 
Hacker Culture - Why?

● Hacker Culture imposes critical dialog on contemporary “things”.

● Reverse engineering of critical ideas.

● Through this critical process, we take already functioning things apart 

to see how they were made, and how they can be improved or simply 

personalized. 

● Backward Thinking Design, undoing, deconstructing, remaking.
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Maker Education owes a debt to 
Hacker Culture - Why?

● What does this mean for education?

○ Students can take their interests and alter traditional methods and practices to 

include their critical ideas. 

○ their criticisms can be validated through direct action and experimentation.

■ whereas criticisms are typically explained, not developed

■ through repetitive validation of student criticism you see students engaging 

that part of their brain more, it’s meaning is valuable. 



Feedback Loop (Assessment)

● Makerspaces don’t rely on grades.

● The value of Maker Education to a Maker typically lies in self 

fulfillment or self evaluation.

● This value can also include:
○ Media Coverage

○ Interest from businesses

○ Social Good
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